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Kuwait Packing Material Mfg. Co.

Critital Requirements

The major areas that were addressed during the RT implementation were: Production planning and linking of entire Sales Orders to Production plan, Purchase plan and
deliveries. Also we have given solutions for their entire Payroll and HR requiremetns. By deploying these solutions., the cutomer has achieved: (a) Better Monitoring of
Sales Orders with stock analysis and user rights controls. (b) Better Management of Inventories. (c) A complete Production planning w.r.t. Orders, availability of stocks,
machine capacity and avalability. (d) Improvements on the Purchase planning (cycle). (e) A Complete HR system covering Payroll, personnel, Salary Bank transfer,
Vaccation and Indemnity Calculations etc. (f) Connectivity with their Saudi Offices (g) Waste Management at every Prodcution process.

Packing Industry (Production - Discrete)
Kuwait
2 in Kuwait and 2 in Saudi Arabia
Online Using VPN
6 months
Two
General Ledger, Inventory & Warehousing, Production with MRP1, HR and Payroll

How it was Achieved
a) Re-work for the the entire work flow (Business process) in SSAD (Structured System Analysis and Design) document (b) Establishing a sound network for both LAN and
WAN (c ) defining of the Sales process (d) defining of the Production Process. (e) defining of the cost controls, credit controls, budgeting, etc.. All the modules are ready
available in Focus, like, Sales Order Management, Production Planner, Multi Process BOM, Inventory control and configuing the accounts in the Inventory masters,
Customer Credit Control, Budgetting, We have also used Import Rate External Module to Import Product Selling and Purchase rates (Customer and Supplier wise). Payroll
and HR Module, as implemented in Pan Arab, KEMS and other cusomters in Kuwait.

About K-PAK
Kuwait Packing Materials Manufacturing was established in 1993 as a manufacturer of polystyrene foam products for the food industry. K-Pak is a renowned name in the
(About should include turnover, no. of
Packing Industry. They have a big Manufacturing Facility in the Sabhan Industrial Area in Kuwait. They have a total of 300 Staff and are listed in the Kuwait Stock
employees, Year of establishment, Other
Exchange. The Production Units were designed by the German Engineers where the complete process of plastic material manufacturing can be done in one go. The
divisions etc.
Manufacturing process starts from usnig of Granuels and converting the same to Rolls of Various Sizes. Once the Rolls are manufactured, they are stored in a seperate
Please visit the following link for details of K- storage area. These Rolls are of various colours, sizes and density and they can also be sold directly in the market, though it is primarily an Intermediate Product. The rolls
Pak
are then taken to various machines which makes different products out of these Rolls, like Plates, Cups, Boxes, Bags, etc. The Machine plates are pre-configurd with the
http://www.ameinfo.com/financial_markets/Ku design of the products. The Plates are also manufactured in a seperate facility owned by K-pak. Onces the Goods are manufactured, they packed in different packing sizes,
wait/Company_KW0176/
Cartons, Bags etc. If they are required to go for some special printing (Eg: McDonalds Boxes), they will be sent to the printing area. Then the prodcuts are dispatched from
the Delivery area. K-pak has a market covering Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, UAE, South African countries, Far East Countries. They have production units and marketing
offices in Jeddah and Dammam. Their expansion plans covers production units and market offices in South Africa, UAE, Jordan.

